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Summary

, .. .

..- :’.

necessitates the allowance..Logical analysis of a box wing

for the contr~bution of the drag spars to the torsional strength
:.. ,.

of the structure. ,. ,.

A rigor~us analysis is available in
:.. ‘.

of Least Work. ,.,,.,,. :..
The best logical method of analysis.. ... .,. . .?,

Prandtlls l,tembr~meAnalogy,”in the”form”,,, ..,,.,

, St =

The results so obtained’v,aryby a

obtained by the ~i~.orous.method.

.

the use of tileMethod
.. .

,-
is that

....

,:.-,.

:.
—

.

neg~i.gibleamount from those
—-- —

The stresses in the meinbersof n box wing should be cal-

culated by themembrane analogy qethodl but should be subject. .

“to verification by test before being used in design. .

.,. .
Scope

:,.

The scope of this paper is the analysis of the elements of

a conventional ty_peof ~~x wing under,a torsional load. This

wi~m has as a primary structure two wooden box or I beams, their
*Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the degree of,Enzinecr in Mechanical Engineering Aeronauticsj
Stanford University, 1930;

.
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maximum moments of inertia being abolit.a.xespaxallel, or nearly

so, to the wind chord. They are connected by a plywood skin,,., ,.. . . ....’

forming the wing covering, ‘ ., , --in such a Way that-_across section
.... ..!. —.

parallel to the plane of symmetry of the airplane forms a

rectangle or a trapezoid. Figurel shows a typical.box-wing

cross section, the two spars proper being box be~sj @d, the.,..,,

skin covering being plywood which forms part of the airfoil.,..
section. None of the formulas covered in this report take ac-. .

count of the curvature ~lhichi,~~ract-icallyall cases.is present.. .. ,, .... . ..

in either the top skin or both top and bottom. It i.sbelieved
,.. ,.

that t@,i6,,factj.or.>s .SOp:irnp.pr~anttb.a~,it would not be~.~~or~h
.,.,... . ...... .... .... .. .. .., .*&.+-,,:.:.’‘.- .-..
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while to introduce the ,,go.mpleyitya~~.:,~dmt~pon..\~@clo.n~i.d%r-....,’,.-.. ,-

ation into the relatively,.~:imp~~:formulas obtained when the.! ,,

curvature is neglected. .“—
..,, .,, ... ., .,. .,,. .. . . .

,. -...,.4

lt ‘is‘~hownin this”paper.that”’the analysis of a box wing
.,, .,. . .-

by rational methods results ii the o“omputationof ~ch lowe~
... ,,, ... ... . .,. ,-..,.

stresses in the v’hious members”of the””box th~ tie obtained.. ., ..-,.. ... .. ..,.”
when pr’esen{des’~g~procedure is followed. .& a “rnetisof

,,,,, ; ,-. .. ...... . . .. .. . ,. .,

simplifying the cornput.atio~snecessaryin such--ananfi~sis, it

-..

will also be demonstrated that a!pproxixatemethods, involving

some reasonable assumptions, are available. Assami~P the.,

validity of this statement, which shall be proven’subsequently,,,.. .. .. . .“-—.-

the value of.this paper will lie in the application by the,.,, ..
,. .,,. .. . ...’

designer of its methods to ’redu&:t$e ~rhaterieLneceesaryto
,,...

—

8.-

..-
,-

.,.—

——

.—

.—.—

4
,,

carry a given wing load; and by so’ddifig,“he wfll “decreasethe
.
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weight of the wing structure.

Definitions and Nomenclature

Lift spar: A spar forrfledby two chord members coniiectedby

a web member, the chord members lyin~ in a plane approximately

perpendicular to the wing chord.

DrM spar: A spar formed by two chord menbers connected by

a web mer~ber,the chord meubers lying in a plane approximately

parallel to the wing chord.

Elastic centru.u:A point in the wins structure in such a

position that if the line of action of nn iroposedload passes

through it, the load will cause no rotation of the cross section.

Included statically determinate structure: The part of a

redundant structure which remains when enough of the redundant

factors have been eliminated to make tileremaining structure

statically determinate.

Bem force: A force parallel to t~e intersection.—

plane of the ~ift s~r web and the plane of sym.etry.

Chord force: A force parallel to the plane which——

of the

bisects

the dihedral angle, or the distance, between the plenes cf the

two drag spars or trusses.

Conventions ~ Si,Ws:.

Forces: An uyward becm

chcrd force is positive.

Moments: The torsional

force is positive. A rearward

mondnt cm the wing is a pitching
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. .
. .

moment; therefore, we will consider a torsional moment positive .4

which tends tw-increase the angle of attack. .

Theory —
.

~le”problem covered in this discussion is the division of ..-

torsional.lo&d between the various elements of a box.wing~. The
—

necessity for new methods of analysis lies in the fact that the

design rules”of the Department of Commerce at presefitassume, in_..=:__

effect, that the resistantieto torsion of the ~rimary structure .

of a box wing is confined to the bending strength of the lift “ , _

spars, that any lift load applied to the wing is divided bets~em” -~

the lift spars in inverse ratio

them, and that sny twist .onthe
.-.

equal and opposite beam loads.

to the distaace of the load from ._

wing is carried as a patr of

This method will result in the
;.k–—

application of.very severe loads upon the rear SP~ in the .. m-

required design conditions of low angle of .attack..andnose dive, ._.Lfl_-

With i~ost sjrfoils in conmon use, the center of pressure of a

positive air load on the wirigmoves forward as the h,ngleof

attack is increased from a position aft of the trailing edge at

zero or negative angles to a maxirn~ forward”position at about —

thirty per cent of the chord aft of-the leading edge as the

attitude corresponding to maximum lift is attained. Zn a nose ,-
.

dive, the forces act,ingupon the airplaae arena down load on the
4‘,

tail, a up load on the reax spw, apd a down load on the front
,

spar - a condition corresponding *’oa resultmt load acting a
●.
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chord length or m,o:e~t of ,thetrailing edge. If-we now resolve

our load into an equal l&d acting a-tthq:elastic centrum and a
:“ .,.. ,

torsion about the elastic c~ntrum,,,we see that.the torsio&l load... ... .

is exceedingly severe in nose dive and this c“on$itionof flight. . -.. ..“,...,. ,.. .,-’” .. ...,.. ‘,’
will in a great many cases be--t’hecritical one for the rear spar.

...
In all except very uncofiventional:--~esigns,the low angle of ~

,
attack condition will be the crifiicalcondition of flight .for “

,.

the reax spar when nose &i.veis”:not;‘“andin this condition as

well, the resultazntlo~”is ‘well”aftof th~elastic:-cetitrurn,

with a consequent h@”value of the ‘torsionalmoment.:

Due”to the fact tha~ the airfoil’sect~on limits the heights

ofthe spaxs,‘With the rear’spar as a general ru”lebeing the more

shallou of the”t~?o,””fora“~i.venv-~ue”-dfthe-”load’thestrength.

weight ratio of ‘th’ere’k s“~ar’tendsto-be:sm~ler” th’an.that .o’f.

s
the front spar. T~e ~avin~ in i~ight 17fLlI bea hat”erialgai”n”if

,
it can”be prove”nby:a’lo@c~ met-hodtfiattie “act”u~:loa,dsin”

the rear spun’till be%~”aller t’h& those “d~etiated by the de-

sign rules of”the Dep&tm&it ‘of“Commerce. “

“:’The limitation Of sp”aeeprevents the fleofisiderationof more

than one t~& of:’iifig~-“For that y’easdn”af~ll:c”~titilever,Ql-

A cross secti~h bf a ‘t’~ic~ ~ing’is showriin FiO~re‘1. AsS“ul?ie

a torsionsl mmnent M applied at the elastic centrum. If the

strength of the drag spars in torsion is neglected, the moment
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is resolved into’the loads WT and WR
?.1’

“No,366
.

acting upon the lift

spars, and equal to ‘$t Now assume that a certain portion

of the moment, ~fd? is carried by the drag spars. Then wF

and w
R are obtained from the approximate formula

M- lf~
=W= -,

‘F R d

And also ~d

‘u ‘wL=~”

A uniforr~load of WF on the front spar, shown in Figure 1,
.—

will result in a bending moment on the spar, resisted by

compressive stresses in chord member A and tensile stresses

in chord membe%
.—

B.. The load WU in the upper drag spar, by
-.

,. —

the sme reasoning, causes compressive stresses in member

and tensile stresses in member A, The lower spar, under

is sqbjected to compressive stresses-in memberload wL).,

and tensile stresses in rnenberD. Lastly, the rear spar,

u~der i_bS had WR> is subjected to compressive stresses

member D “andtensile stresses in menber C. Member A

then subjected to compression from
‘F and tension from

member B to tension from.. ‘F
and compression from ‘L9

c
.

the
—

B, .

All fcur chord members of the lift spars are not only with-

in

is

qJ;

standing a smaller loa,djbut actually are subject in addition

~ stresses of an opposite sign which reduce,their net stresses
.

still further.
.

—

.—

.

1 ,
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Referring to Figure 1 again, it is seen that under a

torsional load the structure is redundant - we have four ~

. members and but three equations of equilibrium. The redun-

dancy necessitates, for a rigorous ’solution,the use of one

of the methods of consistent deformations, such as the method
:,.

of least work. If rigor is not mfidatory, certain”simplifying

assumptions may be applied, such

done in she=, or the assumption

after the loading. ““

as the neglect of the work

of an undistorted cross section

Four different basic principles are applied to the problem
. . .

at hand to determine the eight formulas used here. The first
.

neglects the strength of the ,dragspars; upon this, present
,.

design rules are based. The Theorem of Least Work generates

the formula of that name and also the Inverse Ratio Method.

The simplifying modifications of the Theorem of Least Work are

responsible for the simplified Method of Least Workj:the

trapezoidal nethod, Nilest method, and Burgess! Moment of

Inertia method: ~The Membrane Analogy is the basis for the

formula of”that n~e. It is reasonable to expect some corre-. ‘

spondence between the results of inethods.d,evelopedfrom the

sae “groundwork,and this expectation is realized in the work,..

done.

Tke formulas *O “be“@erived in the remainder of the report

?ill be applied to a sample spar, shown in Figure 2, in order
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obtain a.cordparisonof the results. The length of this spar

200 in., and the type is a full cantilever;

the oross section are shown in the fiOme.
. .

Present desiqn practic~.- The ~trength of——

the dimensions

the wing in

torsioil,neglecting the drag ~par contribution, is equal to the ._

bending strength of the lift spars. A torsional load wiI.1then .

be resolved into equal and opposite loads on the lift spars,

and zero loads on tho drag spars. Applying a torsion of unity

per inch of span on

of the runnin~ beaifl

the spar in Fibgre 2, the following values

loads are obtained:

WF.= 0.0286 lb./in.

‘R = -0.0286 lb./in. w.

‘u = 0.0 lb./in. .

w~ = 0.0 lb./in.

The computations for this, and the renaindcr of the applications

of formula~, to tilesanple spar, will be found in the appendix.

~Method of Least lVork.-The method of least work was..— . — —

developed and proves rigorously by Casttgliano; it ~tates that

the internal work done in a redundant structure by the appli-

cation of external loads will be the least possible consistent

with equilibrium.* The derivation and proof of this theorem

will not be given here, since any textbook on elasticity or

*Seo Aiidrewls“Elastic Stresses in Structures.[’ *

.
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advanced mechanics of materials co~tains the development in full.

The application of this method to the problem at hand will take

the following form: sn.expres~ion for the total work done in

the structure, in the terms of one of the unknown loads, will be

set up, differentiated with res~ct to the}unknown, set equal to

zero, and solved. Since there are four unknowns and three

equations of equilibrium, all except one of”the unknowns may be

eliminated from the expression for work, and one differentiation

will serve to determine the solution.

The bending work done o~ abeam of constant cross section

is easily expressed as ....

where Ti =

M=

L=

E=

I =

x. =

,,.

,L,~z& ,
‘fib= —

4 2EI

the internal work done in bending

bending ~oinent of external loads “,.

length of beam .

inodulusof elasticity

moment of inertia of cross section

distance along span.

This does not express the total work done in the struct-ue,

however, since the shearing work done in the beam must also be

consii.iered.The following development for the internal work

done in shear on a box beam is taken from N.A.C.A. Technical

Report No. 180, ~T)eflectioaof,Beams with Special Reference to

*SpOffOidlS “Theory of Structures.i~

.—
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Shear Dcfori~ations,lfby J. A. Ilewlinand G. W, Trayer.

18 of the report, we fiild

L-

[
%/ ‘z- 4K2 J.taydy + iKl tl@y

1 1- Y-

dw CIT2 ql~’t dydx=~tdyti ~
s = t2d.y&

2F

where L

F

I

K
1

K
2

t
1

t
2

c1

qp

qyf

v

= senispan, or lensth of bean (in inches)

= shearii~ modulus (for spruce, 1/15 E )

= nouent of inertia of cross section

= distance fron neutral axis to flan~c

On

+

page “
,-

(1) ...-

(2-)
—

(3)

~4) 1..._

= distance from neutral axis to extrene fiber

= web thickness (inches)

= flange width (inches)

= unit shearing stress (lb./sq.in.)

= uili.t shearing stress in flange (lb./sq.in.)

= unit shearin~ stress iilweb (lb./sq.in.)

= total shear (lb.)

b = t2

d.=’ 2 Ka (symmetrical bean)

Y = distance frotineutral axis

x= distance alon~ span

8

--

—

.—

.—

.
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(5)

,

(6)

,, ..., .“

‘[V2:2 8$s
I

- ~: (K24 .-,:&2 Klz.~,~K1.4)
1

‘8 F12’= ”’:’”’” 1
. . .....

(?’)

(8)Let
.,.

L’f ={L ~+~x ““ “,” ,,.psF - , , ...”...- ,
(9)

.“.

and

,,

tltz
(K22-K 2, (~ 2

t2’””. :2
ya),+ .& {y12 -+. 1Y2)dy. (LO)

2 1 1 ‘-

, “.

2, “.

[

t2%i, .

Eq. lO=~— (X22 - KI°)2 “+
2F~2ti .. 4 ~~ .

.“, ”,,”

,.

,“

+ - (K22 - K12)+ ~. t.2Kls
1

,.. ,

(11 )

-P

.k.

.
,.

,., .
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.—

Then

-f- ,1-

A ‘
(K2a’

#

-.

.1-K a)-+,&i12K1s (12)
1 ..

JL ,y v2dx (13) .:
0. . . ,.’ “- ,.

;“

(14)

For a cantilever b.eam~unif~rr,~lyloaded with w lb./in.,

V=wx; (15)
,

.’,,
.—

,.

Ws.=z(~ + y’) p “:W’2X2U =“& (& +-y) ~~”L* (16) “’=
o

,,. ..
Equations for,th,e.internal“workin a wing WhOSe.spars are _...-.

,,
not tuniforr,lin cross section are seldom expressible as func-

tion~ of Lx. In such oases,.,a unit length of span will be
b

., .—

treated as auniforn section, the value-of the internal work .

on that unit length,,found,., and %he.res”ultingequation treated.,,, >=‘,
exactly as the one here obtained to’get the load division at—

t~e one point; the process is repeated until a curve of load ..-!.,
division,is d~fin’ed,‘&nd then the &nnin&.load@ on path com-

ponent of the box are known. The values of a and Y as

determined by equations (’~)-~~ ~12), are for symmetrical beaus.. .-.. —

only. For b~ar~shaving unequal chord Uenbers, on~y a very s~all
,

error is introduced by using a and 7 detwmined for an,.

equivalent symmetrical be.% having the’’sme Gver-all height,

widthj and the same monent of inertia. This approximation will Q

be necessary in alnost all cases for computations concerning

-.
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the drag spars. .

Having the expression for the bending work done, and the

shear work from equation (16), in terns of the running load on

the component of the box being considered, the work done will

be expressed in terms of one variable by substitution from the

equations of equilibrium, obtained by inspection frou Figure 1.

. . w~cos?pwL=’o (17)

Mom. at B
wU h~,G08 q + .dWR‘“t{= 1 : (18)

(fornoment of uiiity)., ,...’

Mon. at D .. . .
wU,hl COS q,+dWF = ~ (19)

4

*

Frou these three equations,.all except one of t,~eunkno~s..in

the total work equation for the spar nay be eliminated; hawing
.

the total work, then in”th’efofn” “ ‘“

. yfT= f(wx)

. .

differentiate iiT tiithrespect to ‘~X;

This serves to ‘determine tiX, “andfrom the equations of

equilibrium the renaini~~ three unknowns may be f?und.

Applying this’

lowing results are

appendix:

(20)

(21)

&ethod to the spar of It@re 2, the fol-

obtained by the calculations‘shownin the
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‘F = 0.0168 lb./h.

‘R = -0.0134 lb./in.

‘u
= 0.0590 lb./in.

‘L = -0.0589 lb./in.

An examination of the work in the appendix under this

method illustrates the reason for not using the theorem of

leagt work more often. The calculations are involved and

tedious, with a great many chances foz error, and no inde-

pendent oheck. It does serve the useful purpose, in a paper

of this kind, of constituting a check with which the other ——

approximate methods uay be compared. ..
.

Simplified Method Qf Leant Work.- The example used for— —— — -
the computation by the least work nethod showed that the per-

centage of the total work don”ein shear was s~lall. As a means

of obtaining a sir~plersolution, the slhee.ringwork will be —

neglected as canapproximation, and the load division will be .

fou~d on the assumption that all of the work done is done in

bending. The nethod for this calculation is exactly the sane

as for the complete least work method, the only difference —

being that:the work Gone in the

instead of two. The expression

tained in terms of one variable

neii.lbefhas only one tarn in it

for total work is again ob- .,.

by the sane equations of equi- ~

librium; the equation is differentiated with respect to the
.
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variable, equated to zero, and solved.

No. 356 15

The results on the

sample spar are:

~F = 0.0144 lb*/in,

wR = -0.0103 lb./in.

‘u = 0.0712 lb./inc

‘L =-0.0710 lb./in.

The difference between these results end those obtained

by the rigorous method is due to the fact that the shearing

work done in the different elenents of the box is not a con-

stant percentage of the total work in each elor.ent. In the

front spar, the percent~ageof Aiearing work is 9.7~; in the

rear spar, 4.4$; in the top and bottor~spars, 38.1%. This

is not unexpected, since the proportions of the elcnents are

so dissimilar. As the spar beconcs deeper and t~inner, the

bonding work under a given load bccones less, while the

shearing work is uore (for a given cross-sectional area).

The variation in the runni.~-loads obtained fron those ob-

tained by the rigorous solution is, for the lift spars, -14.3%

in the front and -23.1~~in the rear; for the drag spars, 20.7~*

Solution of a $rapezoid.- Referri~~C;to Fi~vre 1, it is—-

seen as before ‘thatthe three equations of equilibria are

insufficient to deternine the four unknown loads. To eliminate

the redundancy, the assumption shr.11be nadc tiiatthe cross
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section suffers no distortion after a torsional loading; and

as a simplifying assumption, consider the deflections of the

various elements of the box as inversely proportional to their. .

moments of inertia, which corresponds to the previous simpli-

fying assumption of negligible shearing work.

If the cross section suffers nb distortion after loading,

the cha~-e in slope of two sides of.the box may be equated;

and the chmge in slope will be expressed by the equation

(1)

where

d’ hl

torsional,angleof twist

beam,defl,ection

angle between sloping &rag spar and.

,spar opposite

~=Ky., .! (2)

where K is determined by the elastic curve of the beam, and

will

that

10ad
.,

be the same for all elements of the box, on the assumption

the distribution of the drsg load is similar to the lift

d~st.ribu”tion.By substi%utin~ in” (l), we find

1

[

K ~UC.OS q ;,K~vL1
‘K IU lL j.

(3.)

.

.

—

—.—
“-

. .

-—..=

.

.
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This equation, plus the three equations. .

before, will be sufficient to deternine

NO”.366 1’7

of equilibrium given

the values’of the dif-

ferent loads. The solution of the &et of four simultaneous

equations in a general form is very cumbersome and should not

be attempted, The process is greatly simplifietiby substituting

numerical values in the simultaneous equations and then solving
.,

by any one of the standard algebraic methods. Such a solution,

applying the constants of

‘F =

WR =

‘u =

the samplb spar, results in’

“oeoi40 Ii./in.;

-0.0098 lb./in.
. . .

.0.0731lb./in.
. .

“-

‘L =.-0.0729 lb:/in.
,. ., ..J. ---.,.- . .

The accuracy of,this method of so~uti.onis poorer than the., .,

simplified least work results, the diffe;mces in the lift spar,.,,.
loads being -16.7? in the front and -26.9% in the rear; the

drag spar difference being 23.8*.. .,
,.

Nilesrklethodof Load Division.- The basic assumption under-—— —— —.

lying a method developed by A. S.

tion suffers no distortion during

load. As simplifying we&.pens,we

Niles, is tlaatthe cross see-

the application of a torsional

also assume that the drag —-

spars are mutually parallel, and are perpendicular to the lift

spars, and that the shearing work nay be neglected. The last

MO of these assumptions 8implify the equation equating slope

increment, to the form:
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The term h must.be approximated here. It seem reasonable to

Uae that value of it which is obtained at the elastic centnm,

assuming a linear variation froin hl to hz . This value is

(2)

A further sinplificatio~ lies in the fact that wF and
.. ,.

‘R are equal, as well as .~u .~,d WL. . The:’can be expressed,,.

,, ‘L!fi
WF =WR=T,.

.

(3)

(4)
.—

and
. ,,. .-

where Uh is the portion of the total moment which is resisted
r. -—

.

.

by the ‘liftspars? and fid that resisted by the drag Sp”ars.
●

�
,.4,:.

Substituting these values in (1
..

),
. . .

..

(5)‘t [

This does not give workable results. The fact that the

section is a trapezoid mean,sthat there will be a lift componont--

!.

.

o~-the load in the slanting drag spar. Therefore, to obtain
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●

~ = O, we must correctthe values:of: m ‘obtai~e~fron equa-

tions (3) and (4) in the following mmner: “::

. . . ..,

,. ,, . . . . .,,
. ..” ‘L

‘u = Cos 7j
. ...,.

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

These values of::”ii~~”;-”w~?&d Wuj the true vslues, will

be proportioned”so’”that~tfietotal.rnoment:onthe section is the

s~ne as’”thatfOr the first-computation. “

By substit”titirigthe””c’ohst~tsof the stiple sp~:, we “obtain
.,

the following results for unit torsion per Inch of span.

WF .=,,,,070142.lb./in.

.-—

,,, .. .
%

‘=” 0.0719 ‘lb.~in.
. .. . .

.,,!

‘L
= -0.0717 lb~/in.
,,, .. .

These results sxe’”relativelyclose to those obtained from
,.

the trapezoidal derivation; “This Is a reasonable ind-ication,

then, that the assumptio~tcf.~ti@l&l “sptis, as far as the mo-..

ment division is concerned, involves no major additional error.

,---- .,
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Bu~~essl Hethod of Load Division.- C. P. wrgese has ..—. .

developed* a formula for load division between the various

elements of a box spar which depends upon the basic asmmp-

W tl.onof negligible,shearing work in the spars; however, by
-.

e

the same implicit assumption, as in Nilesr method the results

are in error by the lift component of “loadin the slanting drag

sp6.z,and must be corrected for that.

The development is as follows: Let Sx be the distance

of the member x from the elastic centrum. Then the torsional

rigidity of the menber x, on its resistance to torsional load,
—

is Ixsx. The moment of its torsional resistance is IXSX2.

Therefore, the load Wx” in the member x is ex~ressed by the

equation” .

~x,=MIx%c
c ~Is2

.-
.
—

The applicat~on of this foruula, and the corrections, to

the sample spar gives the following results:
.

‘F = 0.0142 lb./in.

vi-R =-0.0101 lb./in.

% = 0.0719 lb./in.
,.

w
II‘-0.0717 lb./ill.

The close agreement between these results and those ob-

tained through the application of Nilesl method would lead one

to believe that the formulas are similar. Tkis is true, and
*N.A.C.A. Technical Report ITo.329, I’TheTorsional
Wings,

Strength of
‘1by C. P. Burgess.

.
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the expansion of Burgessl formula into Niles~ is giveu in the

appendix. For the case in hand, that of a two spar box, either

formula is equally convenient; Burgess! hqq the advantage, how-

ever, of

than two

~

walls of

beirg uore easily applied if the structure has more
.

spars.

MerrbremeAnalo,qyEethod.-.If we nay assume that the
.,

the box spar are thin with respebt to their height,
., . .

we ha~e at ou”rcommand a formu”ladeveloped from L. Prandtlts

membrane anaIogy.* The derivation of

given here; but is fully explained in

10W.O In its basic fern, “theeq~t~on
.

.,,

where s=

A=

t =

. . . ,.*

shearing’stress,

torque on seotlon,

this fo’rnn.ilawill not be

the reference given be-
: .,.

is
,.,

. .
. . .

area enclosed by the centerlines of the sides,,.. .... . .
thickness of theside being considered.

.
A modification of this fornula will be more useful than..- .,

this”basic fern. If we nultiply both sides of the equation by.. ,,

t, we obtain

%
st=2

.

where St is the shear per inch of perineter,of the.cross

section. The value of S! need then be multiplied only by the
%~

width of the side to obtain the running load w’. Apnlyin~ th~s ~
*See Timoshenko and Lesells ~’AppliedElasticity” pp. 45 et seq. “

~ ;4 J~V , -~ 4-A Ad, /v

““ +~ “
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formula, we obtain

The only
.,

the variation

section. The

s! = 0.001784 lb./imof perineter

‘F = 0.01606 lb./in.

‘R = -0.01249 lb,/in.

Wu = 0.0627 lb,/in.

‘L = -0s0625 lb./in-. “

error which enters into this calculation lies in

of the front and rear sp.ar8from a thin walled

accuracy, referring to the least work calculation

again,is excellent; the errors are -4.%9 in the f~ont and

-7.2$ in the rear spar,
.

and 6.3% in the drag spars.

BurRe.sslInverse Ratio ?lothodtor Lo,adQivisio~.- C. P.— — —. .

Burgess has also developed a nethod called the inverse ratio

method for detcrrdiningload division between the various parta

of a redundant structure.* The basic theoren is that the por-

tion of the inposed load carried by each of the included stat-

ically determinate structures is inversely proportional to the

internal work done in the included structure when carrying the

whole load alone. This theorem is true only when no part of

one included structure reacts upon any part of any other in-
.

eluded structure; when no member of the structure i~ comnon to
. .

two or more of the included statically,dcterninate systcn~ into

which the structure is divided;,and ariot~er,error which tiny :
*See Airship Design, by C. P.”Burgess.

.

.

—

—
.

-..

.

.
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becone inyolvcd in the results of this fornula is generated

when the ,appliedlo’cdiS not corlcent~atcdat a single point

connon to the determinate systens but is distributed aaong

two or nore cormon points. For these reasons this method is

not rigorous in.all cases.--Applyingit, we obtain. ,.

,...
,. . “~F-=“ 0.0166 lb./in. ‘ : ... .,. ....

. .

w = 0.0595 lb.fin,
u.. . . .,

-0.0594 lb./in.
,.

‘L =
,: . ,,

~ The accuracy of this z:ethod,eonparirig.itwith the results

from the theorem of least work, is very good. As a rigorous
.

method, it falls down because the various nenbers interact under
. .

.
6 load. However, ia a simpler case than the one at hand, there

is reason to believe’that the agreenent will become alwolute,

and such a case, one in which the center lines of the.spars fern

a rectangle, is anklyzed in the appendix. The results”obt%ined

fror~inverse ratio .tidleast work agree exactly. ~~l~reason for

the agreenent lie~ iti”he fact that ihcre is no conponent of load

from the drag spazs entering into the lift spars. Since “in

practice the rear spar is alnost alnays uore shallow thaiithe

front, this came is apparently of acadenic interest alone.

The variation of the results obtained”by inverse ratio,

. fron those of the least work Method, is snallaz than for any

other sir.lplifiednethod. The calculations necessitated for
. -1

.
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.

this method are more tedious th~ tho’sefor the rigorous method

and for this reason the itiverse

in com~arison
.,

Method

Presentdesign
Leastwork
Simplified
leastwork

Trapezoidal.
Nilestmethod
Bmgess~ mom
of 1.

Membranea~alo~y
Inverseratio

with the ncmbr”ahe

Sumary

ratio method is at a disadvantage
.

analogy rlethod. —
—

.,
ofResuits

%[;R
T

I $/W~$ ~L ‘$‘F
lb./in.

“ r~rnr [’

~ ~~-]lb$/~n. ‘r- Ilb.lin.‘r- Ib.fj.n.‘=
0.0286+-70.2-0.0286+113.4,0~W0’-loo.Oo●O(IQO.-100.0
0.0168 0,0,-ofo134 (JOO!0.059Q0.0-0.05891 0.0
0.01!44-14.3-(3.0103 -23.1~0.0712.+20.7-0.0710 +20.5

i 1- 1
0.0140’-l6i?~”-Q.0098-26.9\0.0731~+23.6-0.07291+23.6
0.0142 .-15.5I.-O.O1OJ-24.6:Cf:071!3+21.9-0.07171+21.7
0.01421.-15:5:-0.0101-24.610.0719-I-21.9-0.0717’+21.7

I
~.

000161 -4.2!-0.01251 -7.2~0,0627!
&O16&l -1.2j-o.oi321

+6.3-0.0625!+601
-1.5:0;05951+0.S1-0.0594!+0.8

.—
,----—

, t I f

Valuesin tablearebe~ loadsper iachof s~agfora torsi.ond
[ .—

momentofl
unityper inchof spe.~’onthesparof Figure2. .—-.

.—

Discussion of Results
.

Present design practice, as themlues of the l~ads in the _ —

summary.show, is extremely conservative in corq?uti~ the loads

in the “q.arsof a box wing,,and at the-sane tir~edoes nbt pro- ‘
.

vide any means of computing the considerable shearing stress in - --

the plywood skin. Due to the ~ction of-the &.a& spars, a large

portion of the torsionai-load is.renoved from “thelift sparsj

and stresses of a sense o~pos~ng th”estresses tilrea~yprtisontin

the chord mmbers of thebok are set up. It must be realized,

at this point, that thecalcule,ted stresses detailed in this

paper axe all obtained upon the assumption of a perfect ~tructurea ._

. .

. .
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....’‘“
one in which the+e is no give in the joints, and more partic~-.......
larly, one in.,whichall the web .nenbers,includ.~ngthe skin,-.. .,.,,: ,7:,.:,-’;.--..!,,.,.
have no tendency to buckle ~der a sh~r load. “Inpractice,.,.,,..,,,,. ,’, ‘:..,”.

the skin ofthe. wi~,will,not,,c.~rry shear witho~t a certain‘., ..,...... . :,:.:,... ,=-....~-;

—

tendency to buckle, ~d ~~~,~h~$ rgasoa mill not naintain the,,. , :.,,, ..-: .......-,.,. ...-
theoretical transference of load fron web to’”fl~ge~ Under

l.. .....,.’ ,. ..
these:conditions3 the actual st:es”sesin ‘the~i~g””wi;ll“diff-er:. .,,” ....’..-. :,-,-;.. ...,‘!,. ....”i..”,-;...-“. ..~-~r.~:.... ,,..... .. ......
fro~,~ase obta,iq.ed.,ig.th~:r:goro~,s-analysis, -d will”’~:~~”..,.!,, .... .,-. ,..”::,-.----..-..’-,..,-.. .,-...f;‘.:’:..-:i..,{.:.,! -:”-.-.,.(::.
toward.,thep.regen.t,,,dqs~~n.i~ondit.ion-.,Forthis reason,.~~~~S....!.;......... ,.!-,.-,..,’;,”:”.-::.‘..,,- .,.’.:.-................. :,&.:..,:,.-,....,:..:.,..-?..-::-..,..p.....
not p~,ssi.ble,to .,reco$~,eq.~,~.he,-@~O~tion.,of~Y logical ~~Ysls.... ..... ,,.1,>f..j :...:, ,:..”.’:.:.--:-..,-.....~-.;.;..,.:..,.;-. . -.................
wit,hoqt-th@ support.q,fteqt data= A su~~rficial consideration ‘-;:..-... .. .....”...... .’.“::,.,;,- ., .. .....,,’,f..”“;:?. .-...,...

of the..prob.lenyin. syff~c~ to show-th~t the internal ‘w”ork‘in. . . ,~.;..?...-...,,..:,...-..,,“”’ ..-..-.-.’+.V: ‘.,.. ....
. thespar under a.torsional,.,load,~{$l~be the”’lea~t’’~henthe net,.. ..-,,,:,:,.,.; ...........-.i- .. ..:,’.!.?....-.----::..-?.:,..-~.,-. ........

axial.load induced by benddi.agqonent in the.chord rle~b~~saP-
●

.....,.,;,.,..,’,...........-.z,:. .. ;.........-+..:;..,.....

preaches.g.e~o. This”c~~dition:+isthat dp~~onstratedin”the..:.,. . ... ....-...,,,. ... ...... .—.“...:-::..;: ,.;.,.:.....!..-.. i....... --::.,:..,.
method ,of.:least,,wo%lzk. ....... ... .... ..:,.;-.!”~,:......... ...’.-..,..,...,:......,,.,.. ,.-.,..:;:.,.’ -.

The,applicatiouo f:th.e,method of least work is mch tob,,,}.:-,.;.=:.!.:.......~-..:-<.,----.. .........----- .,,-,.:.!.:,-......

curfbersonea neans of ,attackto use when, at the expense of a........ .,,.-,.””.
relatively .~,light10SS..o.t.aceuragy,.~ch si~Pler ~leth~dsare,,. .,”....,7..-F-y ........- . .. .... ...,...,,,...-’.”.. ... .:.
available. It iq,pro.b,ab.lytxe .sinpl:,~::+goroussolution”-.,.,., .,.....-.:.--.... ,..:,.., .. ...

which can be app.U.edjand for..thatreason has been used as a,,.-.:. .,,.,L.-:-J...-,.---..;:...’ .,. .,.,.
check against the appr:ojxj~qte,,mmers obtained.,, ......,.“,.. ;.’.::.;.’”.’.-.,.

The nethod.of si,nDlif.ied,.least wor~ has little adv&f~e-........ ...‘.,’ :-.,.,.,. . ..... ....... .....- ,. ..
over the rigorous.r:~ethodjsince ~Qe .:OSS~S accuracY is so,“-.:”:”-----.,:...-’..-.:’-- .2... .. ● .r:..- -. ,- .—

.... .,,.
large. It is undoubtedly true that the labor of computation
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. . .,,

has be& greatly reduced,by the onission of ‘the“tems ~of

shearing; b~’~another appioxi~ate fiethodis kvai”lablewhich..‘‘~:~
,,,

conbines greater ac”cur’acy of”’resu’lt$ wtth ‘nucli‘:kinjl~r‘calcl@ ““-
,.,

lations than nay b& obtained”by a~y s“&plifica%~cm‘~f“the}.~~thod

of least work. For this re’ason,while’the ‘vklidityof’the
,,. . .. .

rwthod is recognized, it has:11’ttldvaluei” : ‘“”~
,.

The solution o“fa trtipezoidalfofil”of box fnvolves two
.; .’..”. ,,,

assumptions”:fir~~,“tfiht-i”tfiesh&rin& Work done iti’negligible}‘“~
.,. . . . .. .. .-

,.
that the cross sec%ion of”tie whig Buffkrs no dis- ‘”and second,““.,

.,

tortion during rotation: The nethod’”’of”s’inplif’ied.~e~s~ Work

has already de&okstr~ted"~he.err"ors"att6tid~it'tifiOfi'the"fiis%.... .,-

assumption. The second has b’een”veiifie~”~?i$hi~the hnits of .,,.,.. , .. .,,,

experimental error on & few o“ccasiok”s;“itstise”i“s;”howev’er,
,.’.: ., ,,

definitely an approxina’tio’n.Th5’ r“esultsof”this ue’thod.‘de;2~n-
,, .,..

strate the fact ~hat ~’ addi%i.ontilerr’or’”~oes&ter into the :

equation when the second assumption, previo~sl~;len’tio~ed~.‘“1s ●

used. The magnitudes of the’inaccuracies “obtained-by.this
,.

formula are such as to “rediicethe’v~itie’ofthe he$hodfito“a ““

very small quantity. ‘ “ “:‘ ‘-’ ‘, ..-

A. S. Nil.estilevelopnent“forthetre~tfient of:’thisproblen

nay be applied to a trapezoid only if it is assuned that the’
,,

drag spars are parallel to each other. Thb’’methodis essen-

tially nothing qore thfi’”a;special cas~”of ~he”trapezoidal solu-

tion obtained when the lift spir heights are’eq’w.1,and the

angle q is zero. To apply it to a trapezoid is obviously
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unreasonable, on that basis. However, if such an

27

application

is nade, the lift spar loads must be adjusted to nake XV and

ZM equal to zero, involving an error from the rational nethod

of load division. Including then, as it does, approximations

in addition to the ones utilized in the previous method, it

seems logical to expect larger inaccuracies in the results ob-

tained. This does not occur; the n~agnitudeof the error is
,,.

less for this method th,anfor the trapezoidal solution. Such

resu,ltsnay not be expected in all cases however, for the rea-

sons stated above, and therefore this equation should be ranked

below the trapezoidal oqe in point of accurqcy; in regards to

utility, it is slightly superior, since it does not involve the

solution of any complicated simultaneous equations.

C. P. Burgesst method has as its nain asset the ease with

which it uay be applied to a struoture conposed of nore than

-h?o

par

The

spars. For the analysis of a two spar wing, it lies on a

with Nilesi method, since the two equations are identical.

two equations, as far as discussion and results are COn-

oerned, may be classed as one,

The nenbrane analogy nethod is by far the best approximate

method available at the present tine for this analysis. It is

the simplest of all seven of the fornulaa covered, and the er-

rors in it are snail enaugh so that it may be used directly as

a nethod of computation. The only reason for any error entering

into the calculations is that the chord nenbers as such do not
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constitute’purt of

curacy due to this

‘lathin walled structure;llbut the inac-

approxination is snail enough “tobe rela- ,.-
tively uninportanto .

Burgess? invexse ratio nethod, in this case, Uives ox-
.

tremely good results. The generaiit”yof such an occurrence,

howevex, seems doubtful’;.&I it”is evidknt t-hatthis method
,,.,

involves more labor of oor%nutations’than th”enethod of Ieb.st
—

work, Fourthis reason, and the fnct that theib

nation in the inverse ratio theory’,there wou~d

for not using least work if sufficient tir.learid
,.

is .5fiapproxi-

be “noreason

labor”were
—

Cavaila-olefor either nethod. At best, the inverse ratio nethod —

is inferior to the least work r.lethodin both si;~lplicityand ac- - -
—.

Curacya

.

.

.,

.
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Appendix

Sample spar #l characteristics (see Fig. 2),

Front spar~

I 4(9.03 ==
o 5.53)+$X*X

Rear spa:

4..53)+* X*XI = #7.03 -

Top and bottom spars:

Neutral axis = ~5~~ ~ ~“~~
e ●

93 = 93,7 + 7.6 = 101.3 in.4

73 = 42.0 + 3.6 = 45.6 in.4

= 13.48 in. from front spar.’

I = 3.50 X 13.482 + 2.19 X (35.0 - 13,48)2 =

= 636 + 1014 = 1U50 in.4

Position of elastic centrum:

35 x 45.6x
.

= 45.6 + 101.3 = 10”87 In’

(d - x) = 35.00-10.87 = 24.13

Y= 4*5--= 4.19 in.
●

?u=y = 4.19in.

n = tan-l & = tan-= 0.0572 = 3° 1?1

sin q = 0.0572; COS ~ = 0.998
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Loads in szrnplewing,

Let
M=

Then ‘F =

and ‘F =

‘R =

Wu =

‘L =

Loads in sample wing

assuming zero drag loads.

unity per inch of span
+J

-w=—Ra

0.0286 lb./in.

-0.0286 lb./in.

0.0 lb./in.

0.0 lb./in.

the method of least work.

Fron equations

tz
a.=—

8F 12

1

(8) and (12), pages 11 and 12,

22KS
+#1 11

then IYs= 2(a + Y) ~L W x2dx= ~(a + Y) W’L3.

From equation on page 9,

L M2dx
‘b=~ ~ (since M =m=.

~2for cantilever).

To determine the internal Work ~ total,

w = Zwb + xw~
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.
Front

86,700 lb./sq.in. = fi = 1-3 ~510~ lb./sq.in:F=

101.3 in,4

r
2.0

1

8X4.55-275

8 X 86,700 X 101.32 15 ● (4.54a=

2.754)
1

-;x4.5ax2.752+~ X

10 {‘Lor986 - 2.75 (411 - 102 + 1
J

10) =
J

[.

b

2.81a=

7’=

x
L

= 2.81 X 108 X 10-S = 3.04 X 10-8

1 12’ x 2.75 (4,52 _ 2 75’)2 +
2 x“86,700 X 101.38 X 0.25 ~ 4 ●

.
2 X ,0.25X 2.753

3 (4.52 - 2.752) +-I-

+ ~ X 0.252 X 2.755
1
= 2,25 X 10-9u (2.75

1.3)”.7.6]2[20.3 -

10-=

3.47 [20,3 - 7,6]-1- +

z

1.01

(1.101 + 0.030) x 10 ‘x ; Z?F= X 2003 = 6,0 WF2

&r:,@l&fwm2x 200s
J.’

\

40 x 106 x 1.3 x 101.3
= 60.8’wF2
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k Rem spar:

F = 86,700 lb./sq.in.

Kl= 2.25 lb./sq.in.
.

K2= 3.50 lb./sq.in.

tl = 0.25 lb./sq.in.

t= = 1.75 lb./sq.in.

I = 45.6 in.4

a= 1.75
8 X 86,700 X 45.6‘w’- 2“25 ““54 -$x 3’52 x

X 2.252 +% X 2.254]
}

a’ 12.13 x 10-10
{
280 -

}
2.25 C150 - 41 + 51 =

= 12.13 X 23 X 10-10 = 2.79 X 10
-0

1
{
1.752 x 2.25 (3.52 _

Y= 2.252)2+
2 X 86,700 x 45.C2 X 0.25 ~

+ 1.75 X 0.25 X 2.253 (3.52 _
3

2.252) +

+&
-9

x 0.252 X 2.256
}

= 11.1 x 10

(172 ~2.3 - 5.1]2 + 1.66 [12.3 - 5.11 + 0.5)

Y = 1.120 x 10-6

w~ = (1.120+0.028) X; XWR2X2003=6.1WR2

ITR 2 x 2005
~b =

40 X 1.3 X 10G X 45.6
= 13500 wR2
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Drag Sp~:

I = 1652 in.~

$1 = 0.0625 in.

t2 = *(1.25 -1-1.75) = 1.50 in.

h = 36.9 in...

Then if A = area of one flange,
a

I = 1652 = 2(*.) ~;

A = 1652 + 681 = 2.43 in.

KI 2.43= 18.45 -n= 16.84 in..

Ka = 18.45 in.

1.50
a’= {

~
8 X 86,700 X 1S522 15

x 18.45s - 16.84 [18.454 -

1 X 16.544]}-318.45a X 16.842 +%
,3 ,

a = 7.92 X lo-la
{
1.14 x 10= - 16.54 [116000 - 64500-+

+ 161001}
-lo

a= 7.92 X 10-ls x 0.001 X 106 = 7.92 X 10 - a

is negligible.

T 1 2 x 16.84 (18 ~5a -=
2 X 86,700 X 16522 x 0.0625

[L.% .

- 16.842)a +3~6 (18.45a - 16.84a) +.

~ X 0.06252+ Is

[3080 + 8500 +

—

.-11
X 16.846] : 3.34 X 10

7’10]= 4.31 x 10-7
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w~ = 4.31 x 10-7 x ; x WL2 x 2003 = 2.29 WL2

‘L2 x 2005
‘b = = 3.’72WL2

40 X 103 X 10G X 1652

By inspection, from Figure 1,

(u qJ Cos q - WL = o

(2) hacomwu+dwF=M= 1

(3) h, COS q WU + dwR = 1

ln ‘ems ‘f ‘u’

(4) WL = Wu Cos q = 0.998 ~u

(5) WF =~(1 - h2 Cos q Wu) = +(1 -7.0 X 0.998 @ =

= (0.0286 -0.1996 Wu)

. 1(1 -(~) vJR= ~ hl COS q WU) =*(1 - 9.0 x 0.998 Wu) =

b = (0.0286 -0.257 Wu)

Substituting and collecting,

Total w = w
T

~2 X [2.29 + 3.721(1 + 0.9982) +(135.0 +

+ 6.1! (0.0286 - 0.257 WU)2+

+ (60:8 + 6.0) (0.0286 - 0.1996 Wu)

aWT
= WU [1.996 X 2 X 6.01 + 141.1 X 2 X 0.2572 + 66.8 X

XU

X 2 X .19962] - [66.8 X 2 X 0,1996 X 0.0286-

- 141.1 X 2 X 0.257 X 0.0286] = O

47.9 w - 2.88 = O;
u

‘u =
0.0590 lb./in.
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w~ = -0.998 x 0.0590 = -0.0589 lb./in.

WF = 0.0286 - 0.1996 X 0e0590 = 0.0168 lb./in.

‘R = -0.0286 -I-0.257 X 0.0590 = -0.0134 lb./in.

Loads in saaple vv~ng- by least work, neglecting she=.

Sy omitting shear terms in total work equation,

Y?T=WU2 (3.72) (1.996) +60.8 (0.0286 -0.1996 wU)2+

+ 135.0 (0.0286 - 0.257 WU)2

a-ivy
—=wU-(2 x1.996 x.3.~2 +60.8 X 2 X 0.19962+135.0 xa~u

x 2 x 0.2572) - (2 X 60.8 X 0.0286 X .

X 0.1996 - 2 X 135.0 X 0.0286 X 0.257) = O

37.56 WU - 2.69.= O;
.

WU = 0.0712 lb./in.h
+

‘R = 0.0286 - 0.257 X 0.0712 = -0.0103 lb./in.

w = 0.0286 - 0.1996 X 0.0712 =
F

0.0144 lb./in.

‘L = 0.998 X 0.0712 = -0.0710 lb./in.

Loads in sample wing - trapezoidal nethod.

By the principles of equilibrium, from Figure 1,

(1) ~~uCos ~.- WL = o

(2} W h,cas T+wFd-=l

(3) W: hl cOS T + wRd = 1
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.
And by equating angles of deflection, from page 16, (3),

WF . ..

4 % % ‘=n ~]_ & ~%J ‘Os ~ + ~] . ~
i~~+rR- Iu

% % k

Substituting numerical values, collecting,

(l)@ w~ = 0.998 wu

(2)*(6)WF = (0.0286 -0.1996 mu)

(3)0 T% = (0.0286 -0.257 Wu)

(4P(8) 0.028G [0.00987 ITF-i-0.02190 WR -

- 0.111 r0.0006~wu

(8b@h ~~F+ 2.21 WR -0.003 IWu- 0.238 W
u

0.00003 Wu] -

+ 0.000603 WL] = O

- 0.237 w. = O

Substitute 5, 6, and 7 in 81

. (9) (0.0286 - 0.1996 Wu) + 2.21 (0.0286 - 0.257 wu) -

● 0.241 w
u
- 0.236 w = ()

u

~~ Wu (-0.1996 - 0.568 - 0.241- 0.236) = -0.0286 - 0.0632

1.245 Wu = ,0.0912; Wu = 0.0731 lb./in.

(o)1 ‘L = 0.998 X 0.0731 = -0.0729 lb./in.

()11 w
F
= 0.0286 - 0.0731 X 0.1996 = 0.0140 lb./in.

(2)1
‘R

= 0a0286 - 0.0731 x 0.257 = -0.0038 lb./in.

Load division, by ITilesimethod.

. (1) ‘fh

[

d’ %+~—= — 1
‘d ‘2

1

A++

lF R.

L1

—
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45.6
101.3 + 45.6 = ‘“0 - ‘*63 = 8937 ‘n”

~ 2 X 0mOO0605
J~.00987 + 0.02~ = 0’667

(3) 11~+ h% = 1.0

(3)+(2)=(4) dll= - = 0.400; ~ = ~ = 0.600. .

(5) WL = ~ = 0.0717 lb./in.9

(6) WU = 0.0717 + 0.998 = 0.0719 lb./in.

(7) WV - r:R= WU sin q = 0.0572 x 0.0719 = 0.00412

(8) nF X + WR (d - X) = 0.400 = 10.87 WF + 24.13 WR

. (7~+(3)=(9) 10.87 WF + 24.13 (WF - 0.00412) = 0.400/

● (lo) 35 TV = 0.400 + 0.099 = 0.499; ~F = 0.0142 lb./in.

(11) ~jR=wF- 0.00412 =0.0142 -0.00412 =0.01011 b./in.
..

Load division by Burgesst moment of inertia inethod.

Me:lber I 8 Is Isa u

p.s. 101.3 10.9 1102 12000

R.s. 45.6 24.1 1100 26500

U.S. 1652.0 4.29 6930 29050

L.S. 1652.0 4.19 6930 29050 0.0717
96600

. (1) L’U=0.0717 +0.998 =G.0719 lb./in.

(2) TfF +WR = 0.0572 X 0.0719 = 0.00412h

37
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(3) 10.9 WF + 24.1 WR= 1 - 4.19 (0.0719 + 0.0717) = 1 -

e 0.600 = 0.400

.(4) 1.o.9WF+24.1 (WF -0.00412) =0.400

(5) 35 WF = 0.400 + 0.0s9 = 0.499

(6) W~= 0.0142 lb./in.

(7) WR = 0.0142 - 0.0041 = 0.0101 lb./in.

Proof of identity of Burgessi and Nilesl Methods—

.
(3)By statics, ‘h = WFx + wR(d - x)

+ and ‘d = wU(h - y) + wLy

(4)froa (l),

(5)from (l),

IFX2 + IR(d.- X)2
‘h = — (for M= 1)

ZIs2

IU(h - y)2 + ILy2
‘d = 2192

13X2 + IR(d- X)2
(6)from (4) md (5),~ = .—

IU(h - y)2+ ILy2
.
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(8)(?’),(6)

(9)

(o)1

Load

% d’
“r’‘d [( .1

IFIF(IF + IR)

~1~
1

.

lUIL(lU ‘-lL)
Iu+IL)2-

J

L J

division, by membrane analogy

fy=g..
ZA

A =35x #7+9)=280

s! =
2 XL280 = 0.001’7841

sq.in.

.b,/in. of perimeter

w~ = 0.001784 X 9.0 = 0.0160S lb./in..

‘R = 0.001784 X 7..0= 0.01249 lb./in,

‘L = 0.001784 X 35.0 = 0.0625 lb,/in,

=W‘U L + 0.998 = 0.0627 lb./in,
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Load division by inverse ratio.

From pp.30 et seq.,

(~) QF = 66*7

(2) Qq = 141.0L

(3) QU = 6.01

(4) QL = 6.01

(5) a~ = 35 x ~416~”& ~ = 11.24 in..

(6J SR = 35 - 11.64 = 25.76 in.

(7) Su = 0.50 x 8.37 = 4.19 in.

(8) BL = 0.50 x 8.37 = 4.19 in.

(9) *=1++ +&~= 1 + 0.47 + 11.1 + 11.1 = 23.7

()10 qR= 0.0422 X ~ = 0.0195

()11 qu= 0.0422 X~= 0.469
.

(12) qL = 0.0422 X ~ = 0.469

.
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Member Q s c1

F.S. 66.7 11.24 0.0422

R.S. 141.0 23.76 0.0199

Us. 6.01 4.19 0.469

L.s. 6.01 4.19 0.469

()13 Wu = 0.0594 + 0.998 = 0.0595 lb./in.

()14 wF-~ = 0.05’72X 0.0595= 0.0034

qs qsa w lb./in.

0.475 5.33

0.474 11.28

1.965 8.24

1.965 8.24 0.0594

Zc@’ = 33.09

015 3.1.24WF + 23.76 WR = 1 - 4.19 (0.0595 + 0.0594) =

- 0.4s9 = 0.501

[16) 11.24 WF + 23.76=(JF _ 0.0034) = 0.501
.

35 WF = 0.581; WF = 0.0166 lb./in.

> (17) ‘R = 0.0166- 0.0034 = 0.0132 lb./in.

‘F = 2x(4x52+l/12x2x8) +1/12xl/8x123=202.6 -!-

+18= 220.6 i.n.4

‘R = 101.3 + 18 = 119.3 in.4

Iu = lL = (4 X 6.572 + 13.332 X 2) + 1.33 + 0.17 + 1/32 X 1/12 X

X 21.53 = 534 + 1.5 + 25.9 = 561.4 in.

561.4 = 2(1/12 X 21.53 - 1/12 X A=); 21.53 - A3 =

= 3368 = 9940 - Az

A = 18.70 in. = 2 K.
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F R u L

K 4.00 in. 4.00 in. 9.35 in. 9.35 in.
1

K 6.00 in. 6.00 in. 10.75 in. 10.75 in.
2

tl 1/4 in. l/4 in. 1/16 in. 1/16 in.

t2 2.25 in. 1.25 in, 2,06 in. 2.06 in.

I 220.64 in. 119.34 in. 561.44 in. 561.44 in.

2.25 LX65 .4(64
= 8 X 86700 X 220.62 ’15

-:x62 X42+
‘F

‘F =

+ 1/5 x 44)] = 1.99 x 10-8

4 ~2.225a X ‘~(~o) + 2~~5Xx364 X
2 X 86700 X 220.62 4

X20+2 x 46] = 1.080 X 10-6
15 X 16

1.25 x 220.52
-e

m
—.
119.33 x ~ =

1.99 X 0.555 X 3.42 X 10 =

= 3.77 x 10-s

4 [1.252 X 4 (go) +#& X
2 X 86700 X 119.32 4

.-6
X 64 X 20 +~~~ X 45] = 1.243 X 10

2.06. [$ x 10.75= - 9.35 (lo.754-
8 X 86700 X 561.42

“- ~/3 x 10*752 x 9,352+ 1/5 x 9.354)] =

= 4.72 X 10-s
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YU=TL= ,16 ~2.0624x 9.35 (10.752.- 9.352)2 +
2 X 86700 X 561.42

+% x 9.35s (10.752 - 9,352) +

2 x 9.355 = 2.62 X 10-s
+ 15 X 256

y
s
= 2/3 (a+ Y) W2L3 = 2/3 X 2003 X (a+ T)w2 =

= 5,330,000 (a+ ?’)W2

y===
W2 x 2005

40EI 40x1.3x106x I
= $ X 6150

I

F 220.6

R 119.3

u 561.4

L 551.4

ai-~ w~ wb ‘T

1.100 x 10-6 5.87 WF2 27.9 WF2 33.8 WF2

1.281 X 10-G 6.83 WR2 51.5 w~2 58.3 WR2

2.62 X 10-G 13.88 WU2 11.0 WU2 24.9 WU2

,2.62 X 10-G 13.88 WL2 11.o WL2 24.9 WL2

=W‘U L

=W‘F R

20wF+10wU=l

w-u= o.1o- 2w~

~~ = 92.1 WF2 + 49.8 (0.10 - 2 WF)2

*’ —= 184.2 wF-
aT;F

2X2 X49.8 (CU0-2W F)= O

z
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582.6 WF - 19.9 = O; WF = 0.0342

~ = .0342 lb./in.w

‘R = .0342 lb./in.

w =
L .0316 lb./in.

1 ~ + 33.8 + 2 X 33.8
q= 58.3 24.9

= 1 + 0.580 + 2 X 1.357 = 4.294

!l~= 0.233

qR = 0.580 X 0.233 = 0.135

qu = qL = 1.357 X 0.233 = 0.316

r Q s q qs qsa w

F 53.8 7.34 0.233 1.710 12.56 .0342

>
R 58.3 12.66 0.135 1.710 21.63 .0342

u 24.9 5.0 0.316 1.580 7.90 .0316

L 24.9 5.0 0.316 7.901.580 __ .0315

ins’= ‘49.99
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